An Inventory

of Habitations

Curator April Key

‘An Inventory of Habitations’ examines through the selection of artists and works
from around the world, the fertile relationship between art and architecture.
It invites us to consider the bonds that connect them and evaluate the interactions
between them. Promoting this dialogue, the exhibition acts as a hinge between the
two fields, bringing together various viewpoints that sometimes converge or clash
but are sufficiently unusual to arouse definite interest. A range of cultures, imaginary
worlds, working methods, and positions from across the visual arts come face to face
here. Considering how they influence each other, how they share space and time, it
is about taking stock of the relationship between them.
Architecture is constructed with exogenous materials. Although it inherently
incorporates products and techniques of its time, which is immortal, it converses
with the history of the arts. These exchanges reach beyond the aesthetic of forms or
the simple opposition between wall and function, and are renewed with the
evolution and development of artistic projects. Today, disciplines perhaps call out to
each other even more directly as artists question the complex and inclusive city.
The aim of this exhibition is to allow visitors to discover the diversity of these
approaches, thereby offering, through the interpretation of these artworks without
purpose or plan, a platform for thinking and research in order to understand
architectures place in art.
The proposal includes a wide range of art disciplines from a selection of high caliber
artists; digital animation, painting, graffiti, ceramic, 3d projection mapping, neon art,
sculpting with a variety of materials such as glass, wood, metal.
The collected artists for the exhibtion:
Charles Young (UK) Sculpture / paper
Gizem Cesmeci (Turkey) Painting
Mesut Ozturk (Bulgaria) Sculpture / ceramic
Josep Prat Sorolla (Spain) Illustration / mixed media
Vasiliy Isakov (Russia) Sculpture / ceramic
Ufuk Yilmaz (Turkey) Painting
April Key (U.K) Light art / photography / glass
Ceren Arslan (Turkey) Digital art animation
Esk Reyn (Turkey) Painting and sculpture / concrete / ink

Charles Young

Charles Young
32 Polwarth Crescent (2f1)
Edinburgh
EH11 1HN
United Kingdom
07880747966
paperholm@gmail.com
www.paperholm.com
paperholm.tumblr.com
Qualifications
2012 – 2014
2008 – 2012

ESALA, University of Edinburgh,
Edinburgh College of Art,

Master of Architecture
Bachelor of Arts, Architecture

Experience
Aug 2014 - Present

Edinburgh

Artist, animator and model maker
Exhibitions

Feb 2022
Jun – Dec 2021
Jun – Sep 2021
Oct 2019 – Feb 2020
Feb – Apr 2018
Dec 2017
Oct – Dec 2017
Apr – May 2017
Feb - Mar 2017
Oct 2016
Aug – Dec 2016
Sep 2016
Aug – Oct 2016
May 2016
Feb – Jul 2016
Jun – Sep 2015
Jun 2014

Visual Arts Scotland Winter Exhibition, Edinburgh
Paper Art 2021, CODA Museum, Apeldoorn, Netherlands
Internationale d’art miniature, Quebec, Canada
Alt W: Cycle 13, Music Hall, Aberdeen
Through That Which Is Seen, Palo Alto Art Center, CA, USA
48 Hours, Alt W LAB, City Art Centre, Edinburgh
Standard Deviations, Hunter College, New York, NY, USA
BAUhahaHAUS, Architekturforum Oberösterreich, Linz, Austria
Gif i gradovi, Cultural Centre of Belgrade, Serbia
NEoN Digital Arts Festival, DCA, Dundee
Alt W: Blush Response, Travelling Gallery, tour of Scotland
Respect my GIF, FANTOCHE Animation Festival, Baden, Switzerland
Pulp & Possibilities, Peninsula School of Art, WI, USA
Unfolding Pavilion, La Biennale di Venezia, Italy
Paper & Blade, Fuller Craft Museum, Brockton, MA, USA
Internationale d’art miniature, Quebec, Canada
Bourse d’Excellence
Edinburgh College of Art degree show, Edinburgh
Print Press

April/May 2017
May/June 2016
April 2015
March 2015

Make:, San Francisco, USA
Domus, Berlin, Germany
Azure Magazine, Toronto, Canada
WIRED Magazine, San Francisco, USA
Selected Online Press
WIRED, Architectural Digest Germany, Colossal, Slate, Designboom

Proposal outline

8th Moscow International Biennale for Young Art
Artist Proposal – Charles Young
January 2022

Moscow sketch – Printed paper, beech wood – Maximum height 11cm
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Using remote online references like Street View and aerial photographs gives you
a surface level, superficial, impression of the city that you can never really know
without spending time there. At the same time, looking afresh and in close detail
can often mean that you spot things that people much more familiar with a place
miss. A scale model of a place gives you a perspective that you never
normally have, you can see how spaces interact in a very different way from when
you are on the ground. Through reinterpreting and portraying the city in a new
way I would hope to spark new ideas about the way that we move through the
urban landscape.

I have included images of my work Assembly, made in 2019. In this piece I
faithfully reproduced a section of the centre of Aberdeen, using white watercolour
paper. Into this setting I introduced a series of additions, the most significant
being a robotic colossus.
The work based on Moscow would be a development of some of the ideas from
the Assembly piece. Where in Aberdeen I tried to copy as closely as possible the
detail of each building I feel that for Moscow a looser interpretation would be
more appropriate, and where the near uniform grey of Aberdeen was reflected in
the slightly austere monotone white paper, use of colour would suit this project
better.
Selecting three different areas of focus to build would allow me to reflect on the
character and form of different areas, and the way that they combine to form the
complete city.

Gizem
Cesmeci

Gizem Çeşmeci
1989 / Bursa
gizemcesmeci@gmail.com
Caferaga mah. Arayıcıbaşı sok. No:13 D:4 Istanbul
+90 534 549 3223
EDUCATION
2019 Master Degree, Anadolu University, Painting Department, Eskişehir, Turkey Dissertation:
The Reflections Of The Transformations In Urban Space On Painting From Industrial Revolution
To To (Advisor: Prof. Leyla Varlık Şentürk)
2016 Bachelor Degree, Mimar Sinan Fine Arts University, Painting Department,Istanbul, Turkey
AWARDS
2019 “Base’19 İstanbul” Award, İstanbul, Turkey
2019 “74. Devlet Resim Heykel Award”, Ankara, Turkey
2018 “Mixer Sessıons III” Exhibition, Mixer Art Gallery, İstanbul,Turkey
2016 “Sakıp Sabancı Art Award”, Sabancı Foundation, İstanbul, Turkey
2016 “Mimar Sinan Fine Arts University”, Fine Arts Faculty (Honors Degree), İstanbul, Turkey
2016 “Mimar Sinan Fine Arts University”, Painting Department (Honors Degree), Turkey
SOLO EXHIBITIONS
2020 “There’s No Place”, Ferda Art Platform, Istanbul, Turkey EXHIBITS AND WORKSHOPS
2020 “Artweeks@Akaretler“, Ferda Art Platform, İstanbul, Turkey
2019 “Base 2019”, Akaretler, Istanbul, Turkey
2019 “74th. State Painting and Sculpture Competition”, Mixed Exhibition, Ankara, Turkey 2019
“Nanjing University of Aeronautic and Astronautics”, Nankin, China
2019 “Artweeks@Akaretler“, Mixed Exhibition, Ferda Art Platform, İstanbul, Turkey
2019 “Primtemps Des Artirtes”, Mixed Exhibition, Paris, France
2018 “Mixer Sessıons III”, Mixer Art Gallery, İstanbul, Turkey

ARTIST STATEMENT
The concept of home has been seen in multiple forms throughout history. From
Adam and Eve covering themselves to Robinson Crusoe building himself a shed
on an inhabited island. Private space, belonging only to the individual gives the
individual a sense of trust not only in life, but also in narratives that try to make
sense of life.
The destructive and continuous transformation of the age we live in has caused
the concepts of identity and belonging to become more fluid. Naturally, “the
home”, the place where these concepts were embodied, began to be questioned.
Houses take their meanings from being isolated from the outside and indicating
only an interior space, as well as its interaction with the city that surrounds itself
and determines the relations between the houses. Thus, the rapid transformation
experienced by cities with industrialization becomes determinant on houses.
According to Le Corbusier, one of the most important architects of urbanization,
the house is expressed as “a machine to live in”. However, Le Corbusier
mechanizes the house away from the concept of home. The concept of home is a
place where the concepts of good and bad are learned rather than a
commodity, organized around trust, containing multi-layered relationships such as
family, neighbour, neighbourhood, identity and memory, and attributed
sacredness.
The series ‘There’s No Space’ refers to the intermediate and anonymous spaces in
the city while looking for the traces of the decaying and destroyed. It also reflects
the fact that unplanned construction invades everywhere in the process of change
and transformation in today’s cities. While the works take place in an almost
dystopian world, they invite the question of past, present and future. The series
focus on the concepts of urban belonging and identity in living spaces.

Proposal outline

İkona, 2020
Interior surface : Acrylic and
oil paint on wood Exterior
surface : Brass coating
56 x 73 cm.
Hiç Yer-Yok / There’s No Space
, 2020

Hiç Yer-Yok XIV-XV \ There’s No
Space XIV-XV, 2020
Kâğıt üzerine mürekkep \ Ink on
paper
100 x 70 cm

Mesut Ozturk

ARTIST
1989 Bulgaria
ozturkmesut.com
oztmes@gmail.com
6 Rue du Liban 75020 Paris, France
+33 7 65 24 55 84

EXHIBITIONS
2021

2020

2019

Cabinet de Virtuosités, Galerie Philia. Paris, France
Contemporary Istanbul’s 16th Edition, Öktem Aykut Art Gallery. Istanbul, Turkey
1000 Vases, Milan Design Week. Milan, Italy
Solo Exhibition: Proliferation, Öktem Aykut Art Gallery. Istanbul, Turkey
Pop-up exhibition, PG Art Gallery. Istanbul, Turkey
Online Exhibition: Winter Exhibition, Thrown Contemporary. London, UK.
Studio Exhibition: The New Normal, artist’s studio, Istanbul. Turkey
Street View, collaborative design project, Swedish Institute. Istanbul, Turkey
Milano Design City, curated by Rossana Orlandi. Milan, Italy
Journey into our culture, 74 Escape Gallery, Maça Kızı. Bodrum, Turkey
Jacquemus Braderie, Jacquemus and Meet My Project. Paris, France
1000 Vases, Paris Design Week. Paris, France
Harran: Physiognomy of a Plain, Studio-X. Istanbul, Turkey

TEACHING
2021
2018-2020
2018

Arch 251 Ceramics, Craft and Design. Istanbul Bilgi University
Arch 201-202 Architectural Design Studio I-II. Istanbul Bilgi University
Arch 103-104 Architectural Drawing I-II. Istanbul Bilgi Universiy
Arch 310 Introduction to Urban Design. Istanbul Bilgi University

OTHER WORK EXPERIENCE
2016-2018

Architectural Consultant, Servotel Corporation. Istanbul, Turkey

EDUCATION
2016

Master of Architecture Degree, Istanbul Bilgi University, History, Theory and Criticism in
Architecture (top scoring student in the department). Istanbul, Turkey
Dissertation: Informal political networks' impact on the production methods of squatter
settlements: Case of Guzeltepe-Cayan Neighborhood (Advisor: Prof. Ihsan Bilgin)

2013

Bachelor Degree, Yeditepe University, Architecture. Istanbul, Turkey

Proposal outline

The series Sticks are composed of the pieces of experiments
aiming to seek new possibilities of aesthetics through
architectural forms while examining the limits of the fragile and
dough-like material clay. The chaotic outputs of this ongoing
experimentation can be read as self reflections of the artist,
about the time of uncertainty and instability that we live in.
The objects that seem complex and agressive at first glance,
invite the viewer to examine and understand the order within the
disorder.

The Sticks project has been started as an experiment to examine
the limits of the material clay by developing a structural system.
There is plenty of possibilities of forms, scales, densities,
textures, colors to explore within this system. The projected
pieces for the biennale will be at least three of the bigger scale
results of this never-ending experiment.

Josep Prat Sorollo

JOSEP
PRAT
SOROLLA

Josep Prat Sorolla
28/10/1988
615 48 83 79
joseppratsorolla.com
hi@joseppratsorolla.com

C/ Fossar, 2 3º 5ª
08786 Capellades
(Barcelona)
Spain

WORK EXPERIENCE
-

EDUCATION
-

2010 - 2022: Freelance. Creation of visual pieces for different clients,
including The Guardian / PlayStation / Pepsi / Mtv / Adidas / Lotto /
SEAT

2010-2011: Illustration
IDEP Barcelona

2018 - 2021: Creative Director at NYTT Studio. Barcelona.

2006-2010: Audiovisual Communication
Universitat Pompeu Fabra (UPF)
Barcelona

2015 - 2018: Creative & Film Director at O.
Barcelona.
2014-2017: Post-production & Motion Graphics at NANOUK Films.
Barcelona.

EXHIBITIONS &
SCREENINGS
-

TALKS
& LECTURES
-

2020: “Sparks” screened on Mon Oeil program
Centre Pompidou.
Paris, France.

2019: Speaker at OFFF Festival.
Blanc x OFFF
Barcelona Design Museum
(Museu del Disseny de Barcelona)

2019: “Sparks” screened on Bill Festival (APIC)
Barcelona.
2017: 36daysoftype (collective exhibition)
Vasava.
Barcelona.
2016: COR Azul (collective exhibition)
El Diluvio Universal.
Barcelona.

2018: Talk at Soundie Festival.
“The Future of music videos in Spain”
Barcelona

AWARDS
2018: “Sparks”
Vimeo Staff Pick
Vimeo
2017: “Spinning Over You” music video
Best National Music Video
Soundie Music Video Festival
Barcelona
2017: “Spinning Over You” music video
Vimeo Staff Pick
Vimeo

ANIMATION EXAMPLE (a project of mine):
https://www.behance.net/gallery/134270455/2022-loop

Vasiliy Isakov

Василий Исаков
художник, скульптор
1988, Россия
vasiliisisakov@gmail.com
instagram.com/vasiliy.isakov.gallery/
101000, г. Москва, ул. Покровка 19-10
+7 (929) 537-37-75

ВЫСТАВКИ
2011

Выставка современного искусства «Вертикаль», Нижний Новгород, Россия

2021

Персональная выставка, СЮР-бар, Москва

2021

Выставка «Смотрящий за землянами», галерея «Здесь на Таганке»,
Москва, Россия

ПРЕПОДОВАНИЕ
2016

Проведение практических семинаров для студентов ННГАСУ/факультет
архитектуры на базе мастерской «Капитель»

2018-2022

Преподаватель скульптуры в студии современного барельефа Леонида
Кима

2020-2022

Преподаватель скульптуры и методов художественных подходов в
basrelief.school

ХУДОЖЕСТВЕННАЯ ПРАКТИКА
2010

Laser-show artist, Pirate Station Network, Москва, Россия

2010

Laser-show artist, MAYDAY, Москва, Россия

2010

Laser-show artist, UMF, Москва, Россия

2010

Laser-show artist, KUBANA, Кубань, Россия

2011

Laser-show artist, First Open Air, Москва, Россия

2011

Laser-show artist, GES FEST 2011, Ярославль, Россия

2011

Laser-show artist, Younger Brother, Москва, Россия

2011

Laser-show artist, Armin Only. Mirage, Санкт-Петербург, Россия

2011

Laser-show artist, Armin Only Mirage, Москва, Россия

1

Proposal outline

Масштабное панно, собранное из 24 сегментов планируемое к созданию для
биеннале: единое состоящее из множества частных. Произведение станет
символом того что у нас уже есть полное понимание между совершенно
любыми сущностями. Объект являющий собой единый, монолитный рельеф
становится прямой аллегорией архитектуре, городской среде как следствию.
Для меня практически вся архитектура это про разное собранное во единое.
Практически любой архитектурный термин нам говорит об этом. «Развертка
улицы» — архитектурный термин собирающий разное во единое. Городской
ландшафт — разное в одном. Здание состоит из фасада и наполнения. Сама
суть архитектуры, по словам Витрувия, так же состоит из пользы, прочности
и красоты. Именно поэтому я решил работать для события именно с этой
концепцией. Визуальный ряд, диждитал-слой проявляющийся на рельефе
через технологию 3-д маппинга, придаст неспешной динамики объекту,
подводя зрителя к идее о том что все изменяется и то, что вы «поняли» пару
минут назад, уже сейчас может стать другим, подобно тому как меняется
городской ландшафт и наше отношение к нему.

Ufuk Yilmaz

Proposal outline

“Architecture shapes people’s relationship with nature. Architectural forms
has become universal with understanding of the functionality of modernism
rather than being a reflection of cultures. I create compositions with these
forms, which everyone may be familiar from their environment, on a surface
that represents the nature. In my works, I explain the reflections of human’s
relationship with nature, which is reshaped with an architectural perspective,
in our visual memory.”

April Key

April Key was born in 1991 in North Yorkshire, England. She studied her foundation
fine arts course at Edinburgh College of Art, later graduating in Interior
Architecture. After working for a number of year in architecture, she took her
applied knowledge and opened her art studio in Istanbul. April’s continued work
marries the blend of light, colour, architecture and sculpture to bring an
unusual and intriguing combination of art projects. Her goal towards each project
she creates is to show her audience how one language of work can be translated
into many, telling a story through visual forms using a variety of mediums.

Istanbul / Aura Art Hub / January 2022
‘Karmarama Vol.1’
Istanbul / Ambidexter Gallery / November 2021
‘Happening’
Istanbul / Contemporary Istanbul / September 2021
New York / Yi Gallery / August 2021
‘Embraces’
Germany - Essen / Yes.Baby Gallery / August 2020
Istanbul / Kolonix Galley Jan 31st - Feb 24th 2020
‘The Shape of Things’
Lisbon / CabanaMad gallery Oct 17th - Nov 27th 2019
‘Urban Shapes’
Milan / Milan Design Week April 9th - 14th 2019
‘Ocean Drive Genesis’

Proposal outline
Three works
1) A collection of light boxes displaying 15 photographs developed from found kodachrome
film
2) A neon sculpture
3) Set of 6 glass fusion panels, to be wall hung.

My current an ongoing project ‘Ocean Drive’ is a collection of neon sculptures, inspired from a
colleciton of films dating back to the early 1950s.
This pack of 120 Kodachrome negatives were discovered by myself in 2018, dug up at a flea market in Istanbul. The films revealed a stunning narrative of a Turkish couple who moved to USA in
the early 1950’s, bought a Cadillac and took it cruising through the majority of the states before
settling in Miami. The discovery was what led to the start this project.
Im proposing to show here 10 of the 120 photo negatives, to be displayed on high quality
lightboxes measuring approx 40x60cm

1 + 2 lost archive films to be displayed. See next page for the rest

Example of light boxes set up on wall

Example of the light box production

The second piece is known as ‘The Plaza’, a sculpture constructed from plexiglass and
accented with neon seamlessly integrated into its structure.
The Plaza is presented in the traditional Bauhaus color scheme, representing the dominant
architectural elements of contemporary Miami, while the piece itself is meant to evoke a
deconstructed and rematerialized version of many of Miami’s classic Art Deco buildings and
architectural elements featured in the photographs incorporated in the first work.
The architectural emphasis and energy of this lost archive was used as the key inspiration,
taking its features and embedding those into the light piece to create a modern-retro
futuristic city-scape.
The piece shown here is a smaller version of the one planned to create for this exhibition,
for the biennale I plan to produce it double this size
( h90 60x60)

Plaza, 2021
Plexiglass / LED /
Handblown glass neon
h90 / 60x60cm
Ocean Drive project series
This is a smaller version of
the prosposed piece for
biennale

The third and final piece is a set of six glass fusion panels to be hung on the wall, a response
work to the previously shown sculpture.
In the spirit of generative art, this narrative started with a series of beautiful 2-dimensional
photographs of this young Turkish couple’s journey through Miami, later reconstructed into a
vibrant 3-dimensional visualization of the defining architecture, and finally, further
deconstructed and abstracted to present a literal new angle and perspective on Bauhaus and
Art Deco architectural elements that are rife throughout April’s work.

Glass fusion

Ceren Arslan

Proposal outline

Video Link : https://vimeo.com/663374996

Video Link : https://vimeo.com/663361630

Esk
Reyn

Framed works example

